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Knowledge Representation and Knowledge Acquisition
Henry Lum• Sl
Claire Wolfe, Sl




_y working on PROTEAN• an expert system which determines the
=hree-dlmensional molecular structure of a substance from HHR (nuclear
,nagnetic resonance} data• the blackboard model BBI, which is a framework
Reference:
Cl_ncey• W.J.: "Acquiring, Representing, and Evaluating a Competency Model of





Henry Lum, SI (grant monitor)
Lotfl Zadeh, U.C. Berkeley
Status: Work in progress
Grant
Project Description:
"Fuzzy Logic" is one way to handle uncertainty in reasoning.
project focuses on the further development of fuzzy logic.
Thts
References:
Zadeh• L.A.: "A Computational Theory of 0ispostttons", Proceedings of the
198_ International Conference of the Association for Computational
Linguistics.
Z_deh0 L.A.: "Test-Score Semantics as a Basis for a Computational Approach to





Fuzzy Rule-Maklng for Failure Detection and Expert Systems
Henry Lum. Sl (grant monitor)
Tom Sheridan, MIT
Status: Uork In progress
Grant
Project Description:
Th13 project will investigate the use of fuzzy logic In diagnosis of failures






Project: System Procedural Knowledge Engineering Tools
Participants: Henry Lum, SI
Mike Georgeff, SRI
Status: Work tn progress
Contract
Project Description:
"Active Intelligent systems need to be able to represent and reason
about actions and how those actions can be combined to achieve given
goals. Thls knowledge Is often In the form of sequences of actions or
procedures for achieving given goals or reacting to certain situations.
[In the tools being developed] the knowledge representation has a
declarative semantics that provides for Incremental changes to the
systenl, rich explanatory capabilities, and verifiability. The scheme
also provides a mechanism for reasoning about the use of this knowledge,
thu_ enabling the system to choose effectively between alternative
courses of action."
Reference:
Georgeff, M.: "Development of an Expert System for Representing Procedural








Henry Lum, $I (grant monitor)




Under a grant to the University of Michigan, Richard Volz is Investlgatlng
%he Integration and fusion of sensor information for use by expert systems.






Henry Lum, SI (grant monltor)
Edward A. Felgenbaum, Stanford University
Status: Work in progress
Grant
Project Description:
This long-term project undertakes to develop a symbolic processor
architecture which can equal or surpass a fifth generation computer tn
performance.
References:
Long, C.: "Framework for Circuit Design', Stanford HPP Report 83-45, December
1983.
Dtettertch, T.G.: "Learning About Systems that Contain State Variables",






Inference Engine Evaluation OF POOR QUALITY
Claire _Yolfe, SI
Rafael Vlllegas, $I
Vlvtan Frederick, De Anza College
Status: Work in orogress
In-house
Project Description:
"The strengths and weaknesses of several existing Inference engines (such
as MRS, ENYCIN, AGE. OPSS) are being evaluated for various types of
applications and appropriate Inference engines are being maintained for
use ti_roughout NASA. An in_ra-agency clas_ will be conducted this
sunlmer (1985) to familiarize people wi:n the Symbollcs Lisp Machine and
available expert system building tools."
23
32.
Project: Robotics Perception Laboratory




Status: Work in progress
In-house
Project Description:
An experimental robotics l_boratory is being establlshed to test various
sensor hardware and software for robot perception systems. Laboratory
and educational robots are being acquired to equip the lab. This work
_till contribute information needed for determining requirements and





Concept Design of Intelligent Iconic Processors
Wun Chiou, SI




The goal of this project is to develoo a translation between symbolic
representation of Informa_lon and representation by icons. This work will be
done on a Symbolics, and will make use of Easy Graph, a Lisp tool developed
in-house to draw polygons and various other geometric flgures.
?reject: Knowledge Represen:ation of an Executive Expert
System Controller
P_rtIclpants: %4un Chlou, SI




This project will undertake an In-depth look at the knowledge
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